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Sculpting the Past at The Danish Film Institute, Copenhagen
Marianna Simnett,2014 Jerwood/Film and Video Umbrella Award
Lucy Clout, 2014 Jerwood/Film and Video Umbrella Award
Simon Martin, Film and Video Umbrella / Holburne Museum, Bath
J&K at the Pergamon Museum, Berlin
Marie Lund and Nina Beier, M+R Projects at Zoo Artfair, London
Saigon Open City, Vietnam
Marie Lund and Nina Beier, M+R Gallery, London
Overgaden Institute for Contemporary Art, Copenhagen

Sculpting the Past
Curator, with Dola Bonfils
The Danish Film Institute, Copenhagen, 2014
Exhibition of Danish film archive material from WWII
and multi-screen installation based on Joshua Oppenheimer’s documentary
The Act of Killing
Joshua Oppenheimer and Cecilie Gravesen in conversation about the exhibition:
https://vimeo.com/73209920

Sculpting the Past

Sculpting the Past

Sculpting the Past

Marianna Simnett, The Udder
Film, 15:30 mins, 2014

Production Manager
Produced by Film and Video Umbrella, London
For the 2014 Jerwood/Film and Video Umbrella Award
Exhibition at Jerwood Space London / CCA Glasgow
http://www.fvu.co.uk/projects/detail/commissions/the-udder

Lucy Clout, The Extra’s Ever-Moving Lips
Film, 7:40 mins, 2014

Production Manager
Produced by Film and Video Umbrella, London
For the 2014 Jerwood/Film and Video Umbrella Award
Exhibition at Jerwood Space, London / CCA Glasgow
http://www.fvu.co.uk/projects/detail/commissions/the-extras-ever-moving-lips

Simon Martin, Louis Ghost Chair
Film, 20 mins, 2012

Production Manager
Produced by Film and Video Umbrella, London
Exhibitions at The Holburne Museum, Bath / Collective, Edinburgh / Northern Gallery for
Contemporart Art, Sunderland
http://www.fvu.co.uk/projects/detail/commissions/louis-ghost-chair

J&K at The Pergamonmuseum, Berlin
Curator
Artist duo J&K: The Babylon Case, a time capsule for our civilization
Museum of the Ancient Near East at The Pergamonmuseum, Berlin
26th June - 05th October 2008
Independent project in conjunction with the exhibition Babylon Myth and Reality
(Co-produced between The Pergamonmuseum, The Louvre Museum and The British Museum)
The Babylon Case was supported by Capital Cultural Fund Berlin and The Danish Arts Council
J&K website: www.jk-world.com
Conversation between J&K and Cecilie Gravesen: http://www.kopenhagen.dk

The Babylon Case is a hexagon shaped wooden cabinet,
a miniature museum displaying a series of dioramas;
artistic interpretations of the many-faceted symbolism of Babylon by the artists J&K.
For the large-scale exhibition Babylon Myth and Reality at the Pergamon Museum in Berlin, the Babylon
Case was shown as part of the factual, archaeological display and presented as a time-capsule sent to
our civilization from a future age.
The Babylon Case forms part of J&K’s ongoing comment to museological representation, and offers a
‘third space’ for questioning the polarities of
myth and reality in relation to Babylon, that form
the premise of the exhibition.

The alarming question is thus raised;
can any form of new civilization be imagined beyond the
present and underlying cultural chassis of Babylon?

The Babylon Case
At the dawn of the earliest of civilizations, an intricate prophecy was engraved in
a tablet of clay by an unknown hand. The inscription predicted that the legacy of
Babylon would irrefutably preordain our current era.

Meanwhile, through unexplained routes,
an enigmatic museum capsule from a future age
has found its way to our time...

The seemingly reticent
wooden exterior of the
hexagon-shaped
capsule reveals a number
of apertures through
which an expansive,
manifold tableau can
be glimpsed. Together, these different
compartments
display
key relics from past,
present
and
future
that reflect the time
span from the original
Babylonian genesis to
its decline in the future.
Displayed inside the
peculiar museum-receptacle is the prophetic clay tablet, its
arrival in our time
indicating
the
approaching culmination
of civilization as we
know it. The Babylonian cabinet of curiosities allows us to
view our culture from
the outside, grasping its essence with
a clarity previously
unattainable.

The Babylon Case

Catalogue edited by Gravesen and the artists, designed with Åbake.

Includes essays by
Prof. Dr. Michael Fehr (Director of the Institute
for Art in Context, University of the Arts Berlin)
and Professor Nicholas Mirzoeff (Director, Visual
Culture Program, NYU Steinhardt).

Press material designed
with Åbake.

Watching Babylon is no easy matter. Our modern viewing devices are mostly designed to give a single coherent view of what is being watched beginning with
the panoptic prison in which every prisoner is watched without being able to
see the watchers, moving on to the omniscient viewpoint of the cinema and now
the global monitoring of television news. How do we watch a fragment? In what
ways can we see a fragment without imagining the whole?
Perhaps you take a device that seems larger on the inside than the outside and
place it into a space designed for looking at objects from past time in the
present. A cabinet of curiosities within the museum is a mise-en-abyme (the
image repeating within the image over and again) suitable for the paradox of
watching Babylon. Babylon becomes a fractal pattern that recedes just as you
get close to it into another layer of meaning and display.
					
				
(Nicholas Mirzoeff, catalogue essay)

M+R Projects at Zoo Artfair
Marie Lund and Nina Beier
Curator
Zoo Art Fair, October 2007
6 Burlington Gardens, Royal Academy of Art, London
www.zooartfair.com and www.ninajanbeier-mariejanlund.com
M+R Projects was a nomadic enterprise with a versatile format, a satellite of M+R Gallery previously located on Kingsland Road in London. Cecilie Gravesen was the project curator, and M+R
Projects could be seen as an adviser with an independent, critical eye.
For Zoo Art Fair 2007, M+R Projects presented the collaborative work of Marie Lund and Nina
Beier. On show was new work in video, photography, drawing and a series of objects. The work of
Lund and Beier derives from a shared fascination with group dynamics and the relations between
people, be they awkward, fervent, polite or tender. Through creating situations with a simple
set of instructions, the artists play with social customs and allow instinctive human reactions
to be observed in their plainest form. The work of Beier and Lund has been shown widely, with
exhibitions including The Hayward Gallery, Tate Modern and Tate Britain.
Marie Jan Lund and Nina Jan Beier’s work is conceptual above medium specific, and with a publication designed by Åbäke (the second in a series), the actual, realized work on display at the
fair was interwoven with a series of projects to be realized in the near future, as well as work
that might only ever exist in imagination. As such, the display traced a series of keyholes,
through which to peep into a bigger history.

Above: The House and the Backdoor. Below: Oneonone
Maracas.

A wooden container encloses a small collection
of books. When Nina Jan
Beier’s mother moved in
with her husband in 1972,
those were the duplicates
that
overlapped
between
their two collections, and
Nina’s mother reasoned to
store her copies in the attic. Entitled The House and
the Backdoor, the container
makes tangible the experience of safeguarding individual identity in a relationship, while this one in
question has survived more
than three decades. The
books are standard paperbacks of the must-reads of
the time: Steinbeck, Miller, Kerouac and ‘Quotes
of Chairman Mao’ - all in
Danish. Their content, and
the sealing of them as a
finite
‘unit’
galvanizes
their relative blandness
as objects, and the emotional distance they convey
charges them with symbolic
value. The work is available for purchase on the
condition that the buyer
returns the content of the
box, should Nina’s parents
ever divorce, a stipulation
which makes the object’s
status dependent on emotional constancy, in itself
a contradiction.

M+R Projects at Zoo Artfair

Left: In the interventive work The
History of Visionaries, a young, newly reformed socialist is paid a salary to be present at different times
throughout the fair to discuss his
conviction with any person who might
approach him. For the artists, the
acute visionary conviction points
towards an idealised past, as well as
very visibly (and audibly) pronouncing the agency for times to come.
Below: For the single-channel video Reminiscence of a Strike Action,
six older revolutionary friends have
been asked to keep their eyes closed
for ‘as long as everyone else does
it’. The situation is documented in a
slowly panning close-up, and as the
camera moves from one person to the
next, the delicacy of ‘solidarity’
is rendered visible on their faces.
One pair of eyelids flicker nervously,
while another stays resolutely shut.
In Reminiscence of a Strike Action, it is ‘one for
all’, but someone will inevitably become the strikebreaker. As with other recent work the act of looking back from a solidly present position creates the
critical distance necessary to look at the implications of social engagement.
Below: The artists have used the principle of exquisite corpse to produce the series of watercolours
entitled The Conversations. The work- point to the
close collaboration between the two, but moreover
to the Surrealist idea of poetry that taps into the
unconscious ‘mental contagion’ of the group.

Publication
produced by
Gravesen and
the artists
with Åbäke.

Saigon Open City
Rirkrit Tiravanija and Gridthiya Gaweewong
Curatorial assistant

Biennial in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietam 2006
First chapter: Liberation
26 Nov 2006 – 31 Jan 2007
Funded by the Ford Foundation, American Center Foundation, The Vietnamese
Foundation for the Art and the Video Data Bank.
Locally initiated in Vietnam and curated by Thai artist Rirkrit Tiravanija and Thai curator
Gridthiya Gaweewong, Saigon Open City was thought as a visionary trial for a more sustainable
model for art biennials. Challenging the widely available biennial format, where blockbuster
artists are flown in to create a spectacular but often shortsighted artshow, Saigon Open City
sought to invest thoroughly in the local art infrastructure. The project was conceived of in
three chapters entitled Liberation, Unification and (Re)construction, and these were to unfold
continuously over a two-year period, hereby allowing time for an ongoing reflection on achievements and ideals.

Salon exhibition: Huy Toan, Ky Niem Sinh nhat Bac Ho o Dien Bien Phu, oil on canvas, 2002.
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By activating Saigon’s existing museums and exhibition venues, it was the intention to support
long-term development and encourage dialogue between artists, galleries and institutions in
what, in 2006, seemed to be a highly individualistic contemporary art scene fuelled by a few
visionary and brave individuals working hard to bypass an incomprehensibly outdated and bureaucratic administration of the Vietnamese Cultural Ministry.
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During the realisation of the project’s first chapter however, it sadly became clear for the curatorial team just how these procedures could inhibit the production of an exhibition with the
scale and ambition of Saigon Open City. As we witnessed the required permissions for displaying artwork be delayed beyond measure by the authorities, and local and international artworks
be censored in what seemed a policy governed by mere fear of criticality, the only consequent
response was to accommodate as many of the censured artworks as possible in the Saigon Open
City salon, which due to its status as a private venue was excluded from licence requirement.
In response to the ministry’s restrictions, it was decided to halt the realisation of the two
further chapters of the exhibition until a new procedure has been agreed upon.
Liberation
The biennial’s first chapter, Liberation focused on social reality as portrayed through the daily
life of Vietnamese people during
the Liberation period from 1946
to the present, and looked at how
the liberation theme has been addressed by local and international artistic practices. In venues
across the city, Veteran Vietnamese
artists of the ‘Resistance Class’
were to be shown alongside young
emerging artists experimenting in
contemporary media, methods still
relatively new to the country’s
art community. Many of the international artists had been involved
with the anti-war movement of the
1960’s and were showing in Vietnam
for the first time, and the project
therefore presented a landmark.

Open City
The ‘open’ city is a metaphor for the potentials of Ho Chi Minh City
and Vietnam in the process of opening itself to the world. The socialist republic that famously defeated U.S. imperialism now faces the
paradoxical situation of adapting to the full-scale impact of capitalist market economy. Having recently become a member of the W.T.O.
and celebrating its membership of ASEAN, the country is governed by a
communist party. These contradictions are indeed the strongest impression at the moment; perhaps even more present in daily life than the
scars of the American war.

Saigon Open City
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Cecilie’s timeline over three salon rooms, juxtaposing important movements in Vietnamese and
international contemporary art. Interspersed with original historical and contemporary work
by Vietnamese artists and stencils and videos of international artwork.
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“1919: Ho Chi Minh approaches US President Woodrow
Wilson at the Versailles peace conference to ask for
support for Vietnam’s self-determination, but is ignored. Inspired from reading Lenin’s ‘Theses on the
National and Colonial Questions’ he seeks help from
the Communist International (Comintern) in Moscow.”

1950: Secretary General of the Indochina Communist Party
(ICP) Truong Chinh formulates a starch dichotomy between
the ‘decadent’ art of the city, serving colonialism and
the bourgeoisie, and the ‘patriotic’ art of the resistance
serving the nation and its people. Choosing not to join
the resistance, for some artists meant that they disappeared from the public eye.

1970’s: Nguyen van Da taught drawing classes in the army
after finishing his studies at Hanoi Fine Arts University:
‘Instead of holding a gun I was holding my pen…I moved to
different sections of the army to take a record, to draw
them and to teach them. To help them’.

Saigon Open City
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Salon
exhibition,
clockwise from left:
Le Vu (Vietnam), Reading Kieu with Father;
Truong Tan (Vietnam),
The Wedding Dress; the
twins Le Duc Hai and Le
Ngoc Thanh (Vietnam),
Communication
with
Time, all performances on opening night;
Po Po (Myanmar), Identity Lost, video installation;
Nguyen
Quang Huy (Vietnam),
Unknown Women, video
installation.

Left: Salon exhibition,
Thai artist Nindityo
Adipurnomo’s interactive sculpture Shampoo
bottles rocket.
Right:
A
conference
was held in the opening weekend, focusing
on issues of restriction
within the region’s cultural industry, and was
pervaded by a heightened
sense of arts subversive
potential.

Saigon Open City
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The War Remnants Museum, clockwise: Planned banner on facade, reproduction of Yoko Ono’s War is over if you
want it, from 1969. Planned refurbishment of unused level 2, funded by the Biennial, to be used for largescale multimedia exhibition. Img. 4+5: Permanent displays of war attrocities.

Ho Chi minh City Fine Arts Museum: Exhibition of local and international
atists (opening delayed 3 weeks) incuding Martha Rosler, from the series
Bringing the War Home, photomontage, 1967-72, Leon Golub Men are not for burning, gouache on paper, 1971. Img. 4: Permanent display, detail: revolutionary
artist’s working equipments.

Southern Women Museum: entrance, Ly Hoang Ly, Monument
of Round Trays, made of serving trays as a tribute to
Vietnamese women (structure permitted but inside content containing naked photographs of adults altered by
the authorities). Img. 2+3: Permanent display commemorating war contributions from Vietnamese women.

M+R Gallery, London
You Us or You Me, Marie Lund and Nina Beier
Curator

6 Oct – 5 Nov 2006
M+R Gallery, 15A Kingsland Road, London E2 8AA
www.mrplacetofill.co.uk and www.ninajanbeier-mariejanlund.com

You Us or You Me was the third solo exhibition of new works by the collaborative artists Nina
Jan Beier and Marie Jan Lund for M+R Gallery. A dialogue between the artits and Cecilie Gravesen resulted in an accompanying publication, the first in a series with an innovative format,
designed by Åbäke.
Nina Jan Beier and Marie Jan Lund create situations with their own sets of rules, and document
the consequences that ensue for the people they involve. Playing with social customs, the artists manipulate their subjects with the authority of the camera. The situations lean toward,
as well as detach themselves from everyday life, and the artists let us observe instinctive
human reactions and relations playing out in the simplest form. Their work is tied together by
a fascination of group dynamics, a study of identity and the pursuit of collectivism, and the
exhibition was comprised of photography, video and objects.

Outside our group there are singles. And there are other groups. Marie
and Nina look at how these groups operate, what codes and language
they apply. By intervening with a task and creating a situation, they
challenge the groups’ social conduct and both appeal to, and threaten
to disrupt it.
The instructions are like tiny splinters in the social fabric, but
the artists accept that the splinter might be rejected or ignored,
overgrown with new skin. The situation is the work, and there is no
fixed outcome.
							
(Gravesen, essay in exhibition publication)

Lund & Beier at M+R Gallery

Left: Common objects is a series of objects in leather,
ceramic and wood, which in different ways initiate collective situations. They reference tools or instruments
have no practical function besides evoking a situation
or a feeling. They do not make sense when trying them on
one’s own, but function as an invitation for others to
join you.
Below: Installation view. In a series of group photographs entitled In the order of who is most outstanding
the artists invited defined groups such as friends, families, teams etc. to place themselves according to who is
the most outstanding. They hereby examine the definition
of the self and the social taboo in group hierarchies

Left: darkened room: Sing our song is a video
projection of two groups of people, each following one of the artists in singing along to a
two part-song. It shows the artists as directors
of the situation as well as their insecurity,
mirrored in the group’s feeble ‘blind’ singing.
Standing between the two monitors, the viewer
experiences the participants slowly joining in,
motivated by a feeling of responsibility or even
pity.

They are intrigued by whether it might be tabooed to claim that every group
has an outstanding person, someone who connects all others. In Denmark we
went to alternative, collective schools with non-hierarchical structures
where everyone had a vote. To ‘stand out’ means to create a distance, to
stand above or in front of something else. It fiddles with the anti-individualism that was acute and pressing when we grew up, and makes us wonder what
questions our generation is asking their parents.
						
(Gravesen, essay in exhibition publication)

Publication produced by Gravesen and the
artists with Åbäke.

Gallery Overgaden, Copenhagen
Contemplation Room
Curator
An investigation of possibilities and limitations in the city
With Kristine Agergaard ans Lars Johansson
Overgaden, Kulturministeriets Udstillingssted and the public space of Copenhagen
May-June 2002, 45 local and international artists

The exhibition wished to debate the need for contemplation within the urban landscape, and operated on two levels: a gallery installation at Overgaden, and a series of interventions and
installations on the streets of Copenhagen. The galery functioned as the headquarters for the
45 artists operating in the public space, as a service center for the visitors to the gallery
and as a utopian research archive, presenting material gathered by ourselves and the artists.
Each participant had access to an archive box that they would update with matierla throughout
the exhibition. To keep the dialogue alive, the Contemplation Room team was present in the gallery on a daily basis, hosting a series of events, talks and debates.
Supported by Carlsbergs Mindelegat, Foreningen Realdanmark, Center for Dansk
Billedkunst, Billedkunstrådet, Ragnval og Ida Blix’ Fond, Københavns Kommunes Kulturpuljer,
Flugger, Nifca, British Council.

Contemplation Room

Some of the 34 projects:

As our conversations developed, we discovered that an actual room was not
the solution to the problem, and a more open enquiry ensued. The proposal
for contemplative spaces should be seen as a forum for debate about the possibilities and limitations in the urban space...
James Moores (UK),
Aeolian Harp,
Roof terrace of The Royal
Danish Library.
The Aeolian harp is a string
instrument played by the
wind. Moores contructed a
large, circular metal frame
with strings attached to the
central resonance box. The
viewer enters the center of
the harp by stepping onto a
wooden plinth, and can experience the sound resonate at
chest level.
“Certain sounds create gravitational
anomalies,
and
with the right combination
of sound, a person standing in this harp may perhaps
rise off the ground...”
Moores invited David Medalla (PH), Janne Schafer
(DE), BobN (BR) and Marianthi Papalexandri (GR) to
create performances around
the harp.

Søren Porse (DK) and
Katrine Robenhagen (DK),
Paradise City
Queen Louse Bridge
Copying the layout of council traffic signage, the artists produced four signs with
the inscription “the grass is
greener on the other side”.
All signs were placed on the
grass surrounding Queen Louise Bridge, and all pointed to
the enchanted other side.

Contemplation Room

RACA (Pulsk Ravn and
Johan Carlsson, DK),
Direktoriatet,

various benches throughout
the city
Mimicking the procedures of
the city council, and dressed
as caretakers, the artists
took charge of the production
and distribution of a special
‘council pillow’ to soften the
classical
Copenhagen
bench.
The project was advertised in
local papers according to procedure, and was maintained on
a daily basis, at 7am and 3pm
with utmost work discipline.

BLANK artists (DK),
Untitled
Various walls throughout
the city
Black and white poster of a
leater sofa, 170 x 65 cm, flyposted on carefully chosen locations over a one-month period.

We propose spaces
for inactivity or
inner-activity...
possibilities to
regain energy for
interaction.

Contemplation Room
Kenneth Balfelt(DK),
Shelter - injection room for
drug addicts
Halmtorvet, 25.5 - 09.6.2002
Opening hours daily 4pm - 8pm
The artist established an injection
room for drug addicts in a former WWII bunker beneath Halmtorvet
Square, an area with a long history
of drugs and prostitution. The injection room was fully functioning
and publicly accessible, staffed
by nurses who offered councelling
on safety and hygiene and handed
out free syringes at three different shoot-up facilities. The establishing of injection rooms is not
yet politically decided in Denmark,
and the room attracted considerable
attention by functioning as a discursive model, and through hosting
debates and press meetings where
different lobbying groups could
voice their oppinion.

Contemplation Room

Nicholas Brooks (UK),
Stereographic Viewers,
Placement:
Nørrebro trainstation
Kongens Nytorv
Waterbus stop Knippelsbrogade
Waterbus stop Kvœsthusgade
Viewing hours 24-7
Four stereographic binoculars offering unexpected views of other
places...

Frederico F. Fazenda (P),
Flow on Empty,
Nina Bangs Plads,
Viewing hours 10pm - 3am
Light projection at nighttime on the empty Nina
Bangs Square, on a favoured route through the
city centre for partygoers returning home.

Contemplation Room

Pelle Brage (DK) and
Ebbe Dam Meinild (DK),
Parfyme
Events:
Parfyme
headquarters,
tractor-driven coffeeshop
equipped with custom-made
electric delivery trail
for flasks and DJ-set. The
townhall square of Copenhagen.
Carpetwalk, walking the
streets with a kelim and
backgammon, unfolding it
all where it seems appropriate. Kongens Nytorv and
Amagertorv Squares.
Late night tour with the
tractor-driven
cinema.
Videos by Parfyme and Jesper Just.
Late-night
mobile
bicycle DJ-set. Sankt Hans
Square.

Emil Jacobi
and
Rebecca
(DK),
Jump Stop

Madsen
Arthy

A temporary space for
jumping
through
the
roof.
Four
plywood
walls,
two holes, two trampolines with contact microphones and a set of
speakers...

